Some examples of our most recent events are:
Creating Your Future, Monday 4th February 2019
Keynote speaker: Peter Cheese CEO of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
Panel speakers included Author Amanda Jennings and Prof.David Brauner, Head of English at the University of
Reading
Way Ahead Evening for LV girls and their parents 10th June 2019
University of Surrey trip for all LVI girls on Tuesday 20th September 2019
Christmas Lecture given by Dr Peter Bonfield OBE and President of the Institute of Engineering and Technology.
This is an annual event given by the new president of the IET each year.
Careers and Higher Education Convention, Thursday 27th February 2020.
Over 25 universities attended along with a wide range of career professionals. There were also a series of talks
throughout the evening, many given by Abbey alumni including A Future in Law, A Future in Medicine, A future in
Engineering, A Future in Research and A Future in the Creative Industries

Other recent large-scale events include:
The Changing Face of Careers and Higher Education
The Keynote speaker was Martin Birchall (Editor, The Times Top 100 Graduate Employers) who was joined by
speakers talking about the broad range of opportunities open to school leavers today.
People Like Me presented by Prof Averil Macdonald OBE
This was a bistro style event aimed at girls in Years 7, 8 and 9 along with their mothers, sisters, aunts and so on …
Our annual Networking Dinners are very popular for staff, alumna and Sixth Form girls. We have a guest speaker
and invite Abbey Alumna to host tables of girls.
Our latest was hosted by Dr Neil Weir on 29th January 2019. Neil is CEO of Sitryx, a biopharmaceutical company
based in Oxford focused on discovering therapeutics based on greater understanding of immunometabolism.
In addition, we have a range of mini Aspire Lectures and online workshops. Our most recent was a visit by PWC
promoting work experience and Degree Apprenticeships and an online opportunity from Goldman Sachs with
invitations for Sixth Formers to take part in their Inspire programme and again promoting their Degree
Apprenticeships.
Academic Departments organise a variety of workshops and talks such as UIV Engineering Day, Language Days and
more.
We have partnerships with a variety of contributors including Morrisby, Futurewise, Foresight, Eyes Wide Open, IET
and many more.
We encourage our girls to take part in a range of day and residential courses including Headstart, Inspire, InvestIn
which provide experience in all subject and career areas.
The Sixth Form Lecture series provides a series of enrichment lectures organised by the girls themselves.
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